
Stealthwatch Management Console 
Update Patch v7.3.1
This document provides a description of the patch and installation procedure for the 
Stealthwatch Management Console appliance v7.3.1. 

There are no prerequisites for this patch.

Patch Description
This patch, patch-smc-ROLLUP013-7.3.1-01.swu, includes the following fixes: 

Defect Description

SWD-16951 Fixed an issue where installing the recent Cisco bundles first was 
causing ROLLUP patch installation failure. 

SWD-16131
Fixed an issue where Flow Search results did not display when 
“Exporters & Interfaces” was selected, instead yellow banner 
warning was popping up for Unresponsive script. (LSQ-5388) 

Previous fixes included in this patch are described in a table on the next page.

Download and Installation

Download
To download the patch update file, complete the following steps:

 1. Go to Cisco Software Central, https://software.cisco.com. 
 2. In the Download and Upgrade section, select Access downloads.
 3. Type Secure Analytics (Stealthwatch) in the Select a Product field, then press 

Enter.
 4. Select the appliance model.
 5. Under Select a Software Type, select Stealthwatch Patches.
 6. Select All Release, then select release version. 
 7. Download the patch update file, patch-smc-ROLLUP013-7.3.1-01.swu, and 

save it to your preferred location.
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Installation 
To install the patch update file, complete the following steps:

 1. Log in to the SMC.
 2. Click the Global Settings icon, then click Central Management. 
 3. Click Update Manager.
 4. On the Update Manager page, click Upload, and then open the saved patch 

update file, patch-smc-ROLLUP013-7.3.1-01.swu. 
 5. Click the Actions menu for the appliance, then click Install Update.

This patch reboots the appliance after a 5-minute delay. 

Previous Fixes
The following items are previous defect fixes  included in this patch:

Defect Description

LVA-1706 Fixed an issue with SNMP polling. (LSQ-5521, LSQ-5496)

SWD-11169 Fixed an issue with the IP address search feature providing an 
error message when Flow Collector goes down. 

SWD-14160
Fixed an issue where the user was being logged out of the 
session due to inactivity, even when the session timeout was 
set to 0. 

SWD-15440 Fixed an issue with requesting and a document update for an 
ANC Query. (LSQ-5020) 

SWD-15815 Fixed an issue where there was an exception 
(UnknownHostException: 0xffbef43d18) in packet listener. 

SWD-15831
Fixed an issue where user was unable to register Smart 
License Transport Gateway with custom top level domain 
(TLD). (LSQ-5147)

SWD-15842 Fixed an issue where system alarms weren’t being cleared on 
Flow Collector after a lab move.

SWD-15918 Fixed an issue where CDS flow search wasn’t returning the 
expected results when including applications.

SWD-15934 Fixed an issue where the Monitor Users page did not return 
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Defect Description

data when SMC received about 2 million user sessions. (LSQ-
5102)

SWD-15963
Fixed an issue where no results showed when switching from 
Beaconing Hosts security events to the Associated Flows 
table. (LSQ-5248)

SWD-15777 Fixed an issue where the SecureX Pivot menu was not 
accessible due to a permissions error.

SWD-15981
Fixed an issue with proxy configuration not properly saving 
when setting up a pass-thru proxy, as indicated by "Config 
changes failed" error. (LSQ-5305)

SWD-15995 Fixed an issue where the trust_sec_matrix table on the SMC 
was missing when upgrading from 7.2.1.

SWD-16012 Fixed an issue with SSE Connector not communicating with 
CTR Service with public SSL certificates.

SWD-16014 Fixed an issue where SSE Device registration failed.

SWD-16024 Fixed an issue to prevent enabling the datastore advance 
option in System Config unintentionally.

SWD-16025 Fixed an issue where running a database backup failed. (LSQ-
5358)

SWD-16028 Fixed an issue with self-assigned certificates not matching 
SAN field. (LSQ-5375)

SWD-16049 Fixed an issue where the swe-detections-worker service on 
the Flow Collector wasn't registering observations.

SWD-16057

Fixed an issue related to SWD-13346 where there was an 
unnecessary  increase in the idgen.txt value. (LSQ-5237) 

If you are experiencing higher than normal CPU load 
averages due to this issue, you will need to install the 
patch and then complete additional actions to ensure 
that these exporter's xml files are regenerated 
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Defect Description

correctly. Review the steps in the and "Identify and 
Remove Exporters for SWD-16057" section below. If 
you are unsure if this issue is impacting your 
environment, or for assistance with identifying 
potentially related exporters,  contact Stealthwatch 
Customer Support.

SWD-16062 Fixed an issue where active sessions were not saved to DB on 
restart during services initialization. 

SWD-16068 Fixed an issue where docker images weren’t cleaned up during 
package upgrade.  

SWD-16087 Fixed an issue where flow-based Identities were missing on 
Users report. 

SWD-16146 Fixed an issue the Flow Collector Channel Down alarm 
inactivation.

SWD-16175 Fixed an issue with dbadmin and read-only user passwords 
displaying in clear text in logs.

SWD-
16226/SWD-
16324

Fixed an issue with SNMP polling. (LSQ-5521, LSQ-5496)

SWD-16340
Fixed an issue where the "Associated Flows" search did not 
allow the user to select the IP address or the protocol to filter in 
flow search. 

SWD-16406 / 
SWD-16715

Fixed an issue where Customers on PDT/PST timezone saw 
incorrect dates for alarms for the next day in Alarms by Day 
widget on the main dashboard. (LSQ-5440)

SWD-16442
Fixed an issue where SMC did not do an automatic license re-
authorization. License re-authorization should occur every day 
at midnight. (LSQ-5575) 

SWD-16599 Fixed an issue where login page wasn’t loading after upgrade. 
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SWD-16643

Fixed an issue where the Port column was showing only port 
data when the result was exported to CSV file format, whereas 
the Port column displayed in UI shows both port and protocol 
data. (LSQ-4714). 

SWD-16828
Fixed an issue where Interface Top Reports were showing 
incorrect results. Rows (all data) were missing when searching 
for specific hosts or hostgroups, and client or server. 

SWONE-7221

Added multi-user support for the SecureX security ribbon, 
which allows users with SecureX, Collaboration Solutions 
Analyzer (CSA), or Thread Grid accounts to authorize using the 
security ribbon in Stealthwatch Enterprise. 

After patch installation, you will need to regenerate 
the API Client credentials on SecureX with the Oauth 
scope included and update the Stealthwatch and 
SecureX configuration with new credentials. For more 
information on how to update your integration, go to 
the SecureX Integration Guide.

SWONE-11515 Added certain TrustSec features to v7.3.1 maintenance.

SWONE-12050 Enhanced the data-aggregator for TrustSec with violations.

SWONE-12159 Enhanced data-service backport TrustSec with improvements.

SWONE-12549 Fixed and issue with replacing the Certificate Information in the 
Help with a Link to the Certificates Guide.

SWONE-12550 Fixed an issue where Trust Store Order was incorrect on Host 
Naming and Network Interfaces Help. 

SWONE-12633 Enhanced the Extend Flow Search UI to support excluding 
selected connection protocols.

SWONE-12910 Updated Cisco bundles to provide PEM files for core.keystore.

SWONE-13187 Added a redirect to the login page when session expires.

SWONE-14903 / 
SWONE-18750

Fixed an issue with three memory-related changes to svc-db-
ingest. 
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Identify and Remove Exporters for SWD-16057
Complete the following steps to identify and remove exporters to alleviate CPU strain 
for SWD-16057:

Review the following steps and if you are unsure if this issue is impacting your 
environment, or for assistance with identifying potentially related exporters, 
please contact Stealthwatch Customer Support.

If you are experiencing higher than normal CPU load averages due to this issue, you 
will need to install the patch and then complete additional actions to ensure that these 
exporter's xml files are regenerated correctly. Review the steps below and if you are 
unsure if this issue is impacting your environment, or for assistance with identifying 
potentially related exporters, please contact Stealthwatch Customer Support.

 1. Remove any external cron jobs created to periodically restart Tomcat in order to 
manage this issue, if applicable.

 2. Install patch-smc-ROLLUP001-7.3.1-02.swu using the instructions below. Once 
installation is complete, proceed to step 3.

 3. To determine if you have any exporters being flagged as identity exporters, log in 
to the command line interface of the SMC using the following command:

#grep 'identity-source="true"' 
/lancope/var/smc/config/domain_*/exporter*.xml

Example:#grep 'identity-source="true"' /lancope/var/smc/config/domain_
*/exporter*.xml

/lancope/var/smc/config/domain_102/exporter_1855_
192.168.1.1.xml:<exporter ip="192.168.1.1" exporter-type="exporter" 
identity-source="true">

Questionable exporters can be identified by the absence of an "id" field at the 
end of the exporter line (example above).
Below is an example of how the newly generated xml should appear:

Example:<exporter ip="192.168.1.1" exporter-type="exporter" identity-
source="true" id="1">

If any files were identified, continue to step 4.  If no files were identified, no further 
action is needed.

 4. Stop the Tomcat process using the following command:

#systemctl stop smc-manifest

 5. Use the list of files output from step 3 and remove them using the following 
command:

#rm -f <path_to_xml_file>
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 6. Log in to the command line interface of the Flow Collector receiving flow from the 
exporters found in step 3. Manually remove these same exporters from the 
exporters .xml file:

 a. Stop the Flow Collector engine and using the following command: 
>service engine stop

 b. Using the following command, cd to the Flow Collector's config directory:
>cd /lancope/var/sw/today/config

 c. Make a backup copy of exporters.xml: 
>cp exporters.xml /lancope/var/exporters.xml.bak

 d. Use vi or  your preferred editor to remove the exporters found in step 3. 
Below is an example of what a given exporter stanza might look like. 
Search for the IP in question and remove the content between the 
"exporter" tags. Be sure to save the file when complete.

Example:<exporter ip="192.168.1.1">
<interface if-index="1" active="1" speed-in="1000000000" speed-

out="1000000000" threshold-in="90" threshold-out="90"/>
</exporter>

 7. Restart the Flow Collector engine using the following command: 

service engine start

 8. Return to the SMC SSH console, and type the following command:

systemctl start smc-manifest

 9. Log out of both consoles. These changes should allow for the re-creation of the 
exporter configuration files related to your identity type appliances.

These new configuration files will be formatted correctly and alleviate and CPU strain 
that was previously caused by this issue.

Make sure to contact Cisco Stealthwatch Support if idgen.txt is greater than 
65,000 because there could be config files that need to be recreated.
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Contacting Support
If you need technical support, please do one of the following:

 l Contact your local Cisco Partner
 l Contact Cisco Stealthwatch Support

 o To open a case by web: 
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/index.html

 o To open a case by email: tac@cisco.com
 o For phone support: 1-800-553-2447 (U.S.)
 o For worldwide support numbers: 

www.cisco.com/en/US/partner/support/tsd_cisco_worldwide_
contacts.html
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